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About This Game

Run, gun, and survive!

Mobile Astro is a nostalgic twin stick arcade shooter! In this space adventure, you'll have to fight your way through countless
waves of enemies to restore maximum peace to the galaxy!

Game Features

Ten stages of arcade action.

Five intense boss battles.

Three powerful weapon upgrades.

Leaderboards to satisfy your competitive nature.

Bright and colorful pixel art graphics.

Genesis-era soundtrack.
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This game was and entertaining and I highly recommend it. It's perfect if you are looking for a quick sit down and laugh type
game. The alternate endings was a nice new touch. I can't wait for more!!!. The exquisite sequel to one of my favourite puzzle
platformers. Highly recommend!. The idea of combining Tetris with the strategy genre is creative, however, the execution is
very unimaginative.
The visual and acoustic parts of the game is plain, the game play is very tendious, and the story is forgettable (although I have
not finished it yet).
Moreover, it crashes.. If you bought any DLC outside of Steam the developer won't provide a Steam key so that you can keep it
all together and keep track of it thus resulting in signing in mulitple times and fishing for passwords; even then you're not sure if
you've installed all the DLC properly

There are quite a few other really decent card games on Steam (and off) which require only one purchase, not server dependent
and will still be playable even after the developer has closed shop and unplugged their servers.. This game speaks to me, on an
entirely new level.
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It litterally reminded me why i read those choose your own adventure books when a was (not so) younger; it just feels great. At
no point was i ever tempted to "skip" dialogues and descriptions until i'd reach a quick & obvious choice seven paragraphs later;
it always felt quite relevant and important to the task at hand. Even the misadventures i fell into and the bad choices seem like
an important part of the story, and they actually are.
It's not nostalgia, it's the true sense of adventure that makes it more than worth it's price. Can't wait for more of it!. Super cool
game playing as badass ninja feels so good but endgame needs improveing like changeing skills merchant for buying stuff i got
so much gold but i cannot spend it and some skills are useless like toxic resistance since there is no zombies beyond zombie
levels which are like mid game.. Good♥♥♥♥♥. The game is pretty nice, but it lacks population.. Good game but milestone
needs to take a look back at 'MXGP' the first one. The in air control was sooooo much better and the small things in the game
still make it fun to play.. It's alright but you can't see Lucy's nipples through her dress so it's not perfect.. This game gets
extremely boring after around 40 mins of playing, would not recommend.. Hello,I have found a glitch and i would like it
removed because i dont like to cheat.Ok,So i was in my game i had 7000 dollars,and i couldnot place anything so cleared my
board and left the game.When i came back into the game i had 7000 dollars and my board wasnt cleared and i cleared it and
then i had 14000 dollars.Also,I love your game it reminds me of Ragdoll achievment.. Fort Defense is a pretty basic tower
defense game, it has great graphics and levels that can be really challenging. Fun game to spend a couple of hours, nothing more.
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